AUTOMOTOVE INDUSTRY

Strategy & Energy

Our speaker LUDOVICO MAGGIORE is the CEO and Board Member of the start-up Estrima in which he invested in 2020. Estrima has created the smallest fourwheel electric vehicle on the market, the Biro.

How was the product born ? What led to the creaOon
of something totally diﬀerent ?
Let's go back to the deﬁni)on of innova)on. From the La)n, innovare : to change
from within, innova)on is ﬁrst func)onal, then comes the need to communicate
it to the customer. The idea is to act, to "create long las)ng well-being for
ourselves and for everyone". How to achieve this ? By communica)ng the
innova)on eﬀec)vely at the 3 levels of percep)on that we have :
§ Ego : myself, I have to do good to people's ego to make them buy,
§ Community : wife, children, friends, village,
§ Planet.
For example, if a car produces no emissions, but costs double the standard, no
one will buy it. We need a product that can be eﬃcient on all three levels and
this is the aim of Biro, with the objec)ve of improving the life of people living in a
city by taking up li=le space, being very light and producing zero emission.

WHY THIS OBJECTIVE ?
To ﬁght against 3 phenomena which do not depend on us and which are
unstoppable :
§ Urbaniza)on : since 1 millennium, linked in par)cular to the growth of the
world popula)on,
§ Electriﬁca)on : already in 2008, before the Renault Twizy, and even before
Tesla,
§ Mobility as a service : a fundamental trend of servi)za)on that is also
unfolding in mobility.

The Biro is a small, light and safe vehicle. Everyone looks at it and thinks it’s a small
car? Bu) n reality it is not! It is a scooter with 4 wheels and a steering
wheel, jus)ﬁed by its weight, its power, the homologa)on laws and its license
plate. The Biro favors urban micromobility for everyone, and does not exclude
people who are afraid to ride on 2 wheels for various reasons (age, style,
helmet...). The Biro’s chassis is a high security steel alloy tha protects in case of
collision, which is not the case with a scooter. As the smallest vehicle, it does not
take up any space in the city, thus limi)ng the footprint in urban areas. The Biro
consumes 1/5 of the energy of the most eﬃcient Tesla, especially because of its
low weight (350 kg with ba=ery, 286 kg without). The decision for the Biro was to
remove everything that is not necessary: "Perfec)on is reached, not when there is
nothing leR to add, but when there is nothing leR to remove (not even doors)" Antoine de St Exupéry.

Amsterdam is the ﬁrst city to adopt Biro. To park a car in the center of
Amsterdam, you have to pay 5 000 euros per year as a resident. If you
are not a resident, it is very complicated. As a result, it is the city with
the most bicycles in Europe and inhabitants saw the Biro as more
comfortable and safer than the bicycle. They did not see a car but
something diﬀerent. The founders of Biro managed to place the Biro as
an icon, a reference, for example when the Citroën Ami came out, the
newspapers headlined "Citroën released its Biro". In this sense, the Biro
is an innova)on in terms of market percep7on.
As far as the ba=ery is concerned, it takes less than 1kWh to recharge it
at night in 4 hours, at home, so no need to look for charging sta)ons.
Moreover, 1 000 charging cycles can be performed for each ba=ery. In
other words, if it is charged every day, it has a life span of 3 years, but in
prac)ce, if it is well maintained (always between 20% and 95%), it can
go up to 2 000 charging cycles and oRen it is not charged every day, so it
can last more than 6 years.
When star)ng a business, it is important to study the market, but it is
also necessary to focus on your own resources. The Biro is a cabin that
moves by itself, op)mized for the customer in several ways :
§
§
§
§
§

Safety : the cabs are designed around the person, to withstand a 3
tons load falling on the cab, or in case of a rollover,
Light : most of the cars are designed with sheet metal, while the
Biro is designed with plexiglass, plas)c, so is much lighter,
Feelings : like a go-kart, intui)ve to drive,
Style : Design may or may not please, but it is the law of design,
Energy : very low consump)on, an air condi)oner consumes the
same amount of energy that the Biro would take to make the trip.

ESTRIMA'S IPO came from a strong desire by the founders to keep control of
the company, while knowing that they needed money to make the jump. They
raised 15 million euros, took only 30% of the shares public and s)ll hold 94% of
the vo)ng rights.
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Ma=eo Maestri, founder of Estrima, chose our speaker to make Biro not
just a product, but also a service, so a car that you don't need to buy.
The asset is no longer the vehicle but the customer. On April 13, 2022 in
Procida (Italian island), the ﬁrst "Biro Sharing" service was launched. This
service comes from the will to propose a vehicle accessible to all.
Indeed, the target for the purchase of a Biro is concentrated on people
living in the city center (therefore well-to-do), ready to give their )me,
which corresponds to a very small market. The target for the next years
is an implementa)on in the 25 biggest ci)es in Europe, which buy 7
million vehicles (cars, 2 wheels, commercials...) every year.

Estrima's strategy is based on the following pillars :
§
§
§
§
§
§

First mover advantage (since 2008),
360° smart,
Consistent service oﬀer,
Value Chain Control : Estrima bought the company building the
cabins, allowing it to produce 30 000 Biro per year,
Geographic ramp-up : opening to 5 European ci)es with a unique
distribu)on model. There is always a local partner who knows the
language of the country, the market,
Skilled and complementary team. You always need someone who is
passionate about innova)on. Innova)on comes from courage and
you must not be afraid to fail.

83% OF THE PEOPLE WHO USE THE BIRO BELIEVE THAT IT HAS CHANGED THEIR LIVES.

“You adopt the Biro, you never leave it !”
Finally, Ludovico Maggiore’s presenta)on was one of the most personal and emo)onal we had, concluding with this hopeful ancient Greek saying: “A
society has a future when men plant trees under whose shadow they will never sit”.
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